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Year-on-year rise in transaction
numbers between January and
August

24%

Year-on-year increase in the volume
of transactions in Chelsea between
January and June

28%

Year-on-year increase in the
number of transactions in prime
outer London between Janaury
and August

39%

Increase in the number of
properties under offer in prime
outer London at the end of H1
2017 versus H1 2016

Demand and transaction volumes in prime
central London have continued to improve
steadily in 2017 as asking prices come down,
although the scale of these rises is not uniform
across all markets.
A number of economic, political and policy
factors have affected the market over recent
years, not least the snap General Election,
which weakened transaction volumes
marginally over the summer.
However, deal volumes were up by 6%
year-on-year between January and August as
buyers and sellers increasingly assimilate higher
rates of stamp duty, LonRes data shows. The
number of new prospective buyers rose by
8% over the same period, according to Knight
Frank data.
A separate analysis of Knight Frank and
LonRes data shows Chelsea registered the
largest decline in sales volumes in prime central
London between the first half of 2014 and 2016
- a fall of 54% compared to an average of 38%.
Underlining how some markets are recovering
more quickly than others, transactions in this
area climbed 24% year-on-year in the six
months to June 2017, which was one of the
biggest rises.
While there are clearly discernible signs of an
improvement in activity, it is worth noting for
historical context that sales volumes in PCL
remain 10% below 2015 levels and 28% below
the levels of 2014.

annual basis the decline was 5.4%, the first time
this measure has been above -6% since last
November.
As with transaction levels, the pricing recovery
is not taking place in a uniform manner and
sensitivity to price remains high.
Price declines are moderating in all price bands,
although some appear to have begun a process
of bottoming out before others, as figure 1 shows.
Higher-value properties outperformed lowervalue properties for the sixth consecutive month
in August, demonstrating how the market is
adapting to the changed fiscal landscape.
Prices between £5 million and £10 million
were down 3.7% in the year to August 2017
compared to a decline of 5.4% across the whole
PCL market, and a drop of 6.7% between £1
million and £2 million.
The last time there was a similar outperformance
was in the second half of 2009, during the
initial stages of the global financial crisis, when
the safe haven appeal of the prime London
residential market rose strongly.
Demand is also stabilising in prime outer London
and an analysis of Knight Frank exchange data
shows a 28% year-on-year rise in transactions
between January and August.

In terms of pricing, average values in prime
central London fell 0.2% in August while on an

Average prices fell 2.2% in the year to August
in prime outer London, although there were
regional differences. The east London index
rose 1.1% while the southwest London index
declined 2.4%. Meanwhile prices across Knight
Frank’s north London offices fell 1.5%.
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Growth bottoms out in higher price brackets

Demand indicators in prime outer London
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“Higher-value properties
outperformed lower-value
properties for the sixth
consecutive month in August,
demonstrating how the market
is adapting to the changed
fiscal landscape.”
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Despite the backdrop of political uncertainty following June’s
general election, some markets are adjusting to the new stamp duty
landscape more quickly than others, says Tom Bill
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KEY FINDINGS
7.2%

Increase in the number of lettings
in H1 2017 versus H1 2016 across
prime central and prime outer
London

9.8%

The increase in lettings volumes
below £1,000 per week over the
same period

-39%

The saving in rent for a US tenant
in 2017 compared to the equivalent
property in 2008, following currency
and rental value changes

34%

The increase in the number of new
prospective tenants registering in
H1 2017 versus H1 2016 in prime
outer London

PRIME LONDON LETTINGS MARKET INSIGHT

Lettings volumes rose in the first half of 2017 but it was not a uniform
pattern across all price brackets, says Tom Bill

The number of tenancies agreed across the
prime London market in the first six months
of 2017 was 7.2% higher than 2016
LonRes data shows, however there was no
uniform increase across price bands.

which remains linked to tax changes that
include higher rates of stamp duty. This
explains the growing number of high-value
rental deals, according to Knight Frank’s
Head of Super Prime Lettings Tom Smith.

The largest growth in demand remained
below £1,000 per week, where the number
of tenancies rose 9.8%. Over the same
period, the number of super prime (£5,000plus/week) tenancies increased to 56 from
47, a record for the first half of the year.

In a sign of this strengthening demand, there
were 30 tenancies agreed above £10,000
per week in year to March 2017, which
compares to 20 in the previous year.

Below £1,000 per week, a figure that
equates to a capital value of approximately
£1.5 million, there has been a continuing
acceptance of renting as a tenure model,
in particular among younger tenants. The
Knight Frank Tenant Survey shows they are
likely to remain the largest group in the
private rented sector until 2021.
The Survey shows that affordability
constraints also curtail some tenants’ plans
for a house purchase, resulting in a longer
stay in rented properties as they save for a
deposit.
Demand in the super-prime lettings market
is being driven largely by uncertainty over
the short-term outlook for price growth,

FIGURE 3

FIGURE 4

Supply and Demand in the Prime Central
London Lettings Market

Supply and Demand in the Prime Outer
London Lettings Market
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While there was an increase in the highest
and lowest price brackets, there was a
6.5% decline between £1,000 and £5,000,
highlighting how activity is relatively weaker
in the mid-section of the market, where
demand has traditionally been driven by
senior executives.
As a result of political and economic
uncertainty caused by issues that include
Brexit, financial services companies and
banks, which also face a range of regulatory
pressures, have made large-scale cost
savings.
However, despite any uncertainty caused
by Brexit, the effect on the pound means
renting has become relatively cheaper in
London compared to other global financial
centres. An American paying $1,000 per
week for rental accommodation in 2008
is now paying the equivalent of $613 in
London, after rental value declines and
currency movements. The equivalent figure
in Hong Kong is $792, while it is £848 in
Singapore and $1,143 in Shanghai.
Demand across the London lettings market
remains strong and Knight Frank data
shows the number of new prospective
tenants increased 24% in the first half of
2017. Meanwhile, the number of new rental
properties, which grew 28% between the
first half of 2015 and 2016, rose by 8% in
the first half of 2017 across prime central
and prime outer London. Slower growth
in supply potentially indicates that some
owners have become more attuned to lower
pricing in the sales market and are removing
stock from the rental market to attempt a
sale.
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MACROVIEW THE IMPACT OF BREXIT ON DEMAND
The last several months have brought a
general election result that few predicted and
the formal start of Brexit negotiations.
It is no surprise that political uncertainty
dominated a RICS report in July analysing the
performance of the UK residential market.
While the prime London property market
is no exception to this rule, when reflecting
on the likely impact on pricing, it should be
remembered that it has already faced political
headwinds for almost three years.
As we highlight on page 2, the assimilation
of higher rates of stamp duty has aided a
general increase in transaction volumes.
While the impact of Brexit on the financial
services sector has the potential to influence
the future performance of the sales and
lettings market, there is little evidence to
suggest London’s role as a leading global
financial hub will be materially affected in the
way some had feared.
Despite headlines suggesting an exodus of
bankers from London, the numbers involved
are small compared to the total. Most
announcements appear to be contingency
planning or part of cost-cutting programmes
that pre-date Brexit.
This sentiment was echoed by recruitment
company Robert Walters in July, which said
banks were continuing to hire “significant
numbers” of people in London and that some

banks had reversed publicly-stated relocation
plans due to a lack of skilled labour and
tighter labour laws in the EU and the fact that
a weaker pound made hiring British workers
relatively cheaper.
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Elsewhere, bank Credit Agricole extended the
lease on 150,000 square feet of office space
in the City and Deutsche Bank signed a 25year pre-let deal for 469,000 square feet in a
sign of its commitment to London.
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The deals come after the UK and EU have
both struck pragmatic opening positions
in relation to the future of euro clearing in
London. Clearing represents an important part
of the financial services industry in London
and at this stage, the debate is focusing on
regulatory oversight rather than the exclusion
of London from euro clearing operations,
which the financial industry does not want
due to a potential adverse impact on costs.
An industry with the potential to drive demand
in the prime London property market in the
longer-term is technology.
Snapchat, Deliveroo and Facebook have all
signed recent office leasing deals and tech
workers in London now outnumber those in
finance. Furthermore, the UK tech sector has
received record levels of investment. In the
first half of 2017, it received more than £1.3
billion of investment, which is more than any
other six-month period in the last decade.
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Knight Frank Residential Research provides
strategic advice, consultancy services and
forecasting to a wide range of clients worldwide
including developers, investors, funding
organisations, corporate institutions and the
public sector. All our clients recognise the need
for expert independent advice customised to
their specific needs.
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and parking have added an additional lifestyle
option for residents looking to live in central
London.
“Riverside is becoming more popular with local
buyers and the area’s developments appeal to
downsizers who want a change from Chelsea
and Knightsbridge. In five years people will be
visiting areas like Nine Elms as well as living
there, much like the South Bank today.”
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In similar fashion to the rest of prime central
London, activity has become more subdued in
the last two years, as buyers and sellers digest
two stamp duty hikes since December 2014.
However, demand is strengthening as asking
prices increasingly reflect higher transaction
costs. There was a 96% year-on-year increase
in viewings in Riverside in the last three months
of 2016 and a 37% rise in the registration of
new prospective buyers.

The pick-up in activity has been across all price
bands, although higher taxes for landlords have

curbed demand to some degree in lower price
brackets.
However, demand in Riverside is supported
by a broad base of purchasers, including
downsizers, buyers looking for a London
pied a terre, students and young professional
couples.
FIGURE 3
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“We are agreeing deals as a result of pent-up
demand and overdue asking price reductions
of 10% or more,” said Matthew. “Although the
gap between buyers and sellers has not closed
in all cases, there are increasing examples of
very good value along the River Thames right
now.”
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“New developments are playing an
increasingly prominent role in the riverside
market” said Matthew Smith, Knight Frank’s
head of Riverside sales. “Developments with
facilities like gyms, swimming pools, security
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To help navigate this market, we have divided
the river into four sections, as illustrated in
figure 1, and assessed the performance of
20 developments, as shown on the map
overleaf.
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This is a market which has seen rapid
change, with a range of new developments
added in recent years including those in
Battersea, Nine Elms and along the South
Bank.

Population: 56,111
45.7%

Clerkenwell

DATA DIGEST

This report provides an assessment of the
riverside residential re-sales market in central
London, focussing on the stretch of the River
Thames between Wandsworth Bridge in the
west and Southwark Bridge in the east.
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PRIME CENTRAL
LONDON SALES INDEX
The prime central London sales index is based on
repeat valuations of second-hand stock and does
not include new-build property, although units from
completed developments are included over time.

MAYFAIR SUB-£5 MILLION MARKET INSIGHT 2016

As the regeneration of Victoria and Westminster gathers pace, prices increasingly represent good value
versus neighbouring areas, as Robert Oatley tells Tom Bill

MARYLEBONE MARKET INSIGHT 2016

The relatively healthy performance of the Mayfair market over the last two years has been driven by activity in
the sub-£5 million price bracket, as Jonathan Hough tells Tom Bill

Long overshadowed by its reputation as
a transport hub, substantial regeneration
has transformed Victoria into a key central
London residential neighbourhood.

Marylebone’s evolution continues but realistic pricing remains fundamental, as Christian Lock-Necrews
tells Tom Bill

Mayfair has been more immune than other areas
of prime central London to a slowdown in price
growth over the last two years.

Victoria and Westminster
Market insight 2017

6
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Martlebone
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44%

“There is a belief among investors that Mayfair
is performing well relative to other areas,”

evidence suggests activity has been relatively
healthy in the period following the election,

in particular as a greater degree of flexibility
emerges in relation to asking prices.

Furthermore, leading indicators of demand
suggest the number of transactions will

continue to strengthen in the second half of
2017.

The number of new prospective buyers

registering with Knight Frank was 15% higher
in the first five months of the year compared
to 2016 and the figure was 6% up on 2015.

Meanwhile, viewing levels were up by a fifth
compared to last year and the amount of

stock under offer was up by 36%, suggesting
the future flow of exchanges will remain
strong.

£3 million to £4 million sales

FIGURE 2 Mayfair
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“Anecdotal evidence suggests
activity has been relatively
healthy in the period following
the election, in particular as
a greater degree of flexibility
emerges in relation to asking
prices”
Follow Tom at @TomBill_KF
For the latest news, views and analysis
on the world of prime property, visit
Global Briefing or @kfglobalbrief
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While there was an element of hesitation
ahead of the vote on 8 June, anecdotal
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Indeed, the number of sub-£5 million
transactions in Mayfair increased 17.5% in
the year to April 2016 versus the previous 12
months.

However, LonRes transaction data underlines
some of the near-term challenges faced by
the market. Sales volumes between January
and May 2017 were flat compared to 2016.
After registering 323 sales in April, which was

Sub-£1,000,000
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14% 19%

Green Park

Hyde Park
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The number of exchanges in prime central
London recorded between January and May
was 14.2% and 8.7% higher respectively
than the same period in 2016 and 2015.

the second highest figure since June 2015,
the LonRes figure fell back to 249 in May,
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Price performance has been driven to a large
extent by the sub-£5 million market, a price
bracket that represented 76% of all Mayfair
transactions in the year to April 2016. A typical
£5 million property in Mayfair is a three-bedroom
flat on a prime street like South Audley Street.
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A high-quality new-build residential pipeline
also emerged, which cemented the area’s
reputation and tapped into a trend for

73.1% Price growth between the last low-point in
March 2009 and July 2016
£1,594 Average price per square foot in Marylebone in
the first six months of 2016
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Number of active buyers per available property
in July 2016
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Annual price falls in June were -6.3%,
compared to -6.6% in May
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-0.5% Price growth in the year to July 2016

Prices in Mayfair grew 58% between the last
low point in March 2009 and July 2016, which
compares to 69% in Kensington, 65% in
Knightsbridge and 73% in Marylebone.
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In terms of market activity, Knight Frank data
confirms an improvement compared to last
year, aided by the pricing adjustment that has
taken place over the last two and a half years
as buyers and sellers adapt to higher rates of
stamp duty.
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Two key reasons for this stronger performance
are the area’s high-quality development pipeline
and the fact pricing is catching up with London’s
other ‘golden postcodes’.

Covent Garden

Despite flat pricing in the past two months,
on an annual basis prices fell 6.3% in the
12 months to the end of June. Meanwhile,
the quarterly figure of -0.3% was the lowest
quarterly fall recorded since early 2016.
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“There has been a great regeneration story
in Marylebone in recent years, including the
attention received by the Chiltern Firehouse,”
said Christian Lock-Necrews, Knight Frank’s
Marylebone office head.
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Stronger performance came two years
later as Marylebone began to provide
comparatively better value. Annual growth
of 16.4% in June 2012 was the highest in
prime central London.
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The average rate of annual growth in Mayfair
was 2.9% in the two years to July 2016,
compared to -1.4% in Knightsbridge, 0.7% in
Belgravia and 0.5% in Kensington.
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£1,300 Average price per square foot between
January and September 2016
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0.1% Annual growth in November 2016
-4.8% Annual growth in prime central London in
November 2016
£2,900 Price per square foot for a best-in-class house
on the south side of St James’ Park

Marylebone was still an evolving market
as the financial crisis hit and didn’t see the
same magnitude of price growth as other
areas, a trend driven by London’s safehaven status. While annual growth exceeded
20% in markets like Knightsbridge and
Kensington in 2010, it peaked at 12.6% in
Marylebone.
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higher than 2016
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Furthermore, Mayfair is the only area in the
boroughs of Westminster and Kensington &
Chelsea that has not experienced negative
annual growth since the financial crisis.
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However, this regeneration process means
price growth patterns have been out of
step with longer-established prime central
London neighbourhoods in recent years.
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However, transactions only declined by -3.6%
over the same period in Mayfair, an area defined
by the W1K, W1J and W1S postal areas.
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Higher quality shops, hotels, restaurants,
offices and public spaces mean Marylebone
is no longer an overlooked prime residential
neighbourhood and has joined the ranks of
Mayfair to the south and St John’s Wood to
the north.
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Two other trends will support demand in
Victoria and Westminster. The first relates to
the adverse regulatory landscape that has
impacted the prime central London market
in recent years, including stamp duty hikes
in the past 18 months for properties worth
more than £1.1 million as well as investment
properties and second homes.

It follows major investment from the
Howard de Walden and Portman Estates,
which jointly control nearly 200 acres of
Marylebone and the surrounding areas.
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“Few areas in prime central London
offer such good value compared to
neighbourhoods that are a five-minute walk
away,” said Robert Oatley, Knight Frank’s
Victoria and Westminster office head. “There
has been a huge amount of investment over
the last three years and the smart money has
woken up to the area’s potential.”
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Further underlining the area’s longer-term
potential, the maximum achieved price of
£2,019 in the same period was 56.5% below
the maximum recorded in Mayfair and 63.4%
lower than Belgravia.
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The district is located in the heart of prime
central London, close to Belgravia and
Mayfair. However, residential prices are
pitched at a notable discount relative to its
two more established neighbours.
The average price in the area outlined in
figure 1 between January and September
2016 was £1,300 per square foot, according
to LonRes. This was 47.3% lower than
the equivalent figure of £2,469 in Mayfair
and 35.1% below the average of £2,004 in
Belgravia.
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FIGURE 1

Property prices in Marylebone and surrounding areas
Average sale price, 12 months to April 2016

Prices were flat in prime central London for
the second consecutive month in June, a
trend that provides further evidence that the
price falls seen in 2016 are unlikely to be
repeated this year.
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Marylebone has matured as a prime central
London residential address in the last
decade.

The quarterly decline of -0.3% was the
lowest three-month fall recorded
since early 2016
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Westminster
Big Ben and
Houses of Parliament

Sub £5 million property prices in Mayfair and surrounding area
Excludes £5 million+ sales, average price, 12 months to April 2016
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Queen Anne's Gate

Buckingham
Palace

Knight Frank data suggests the price falls seen in 2016 are unlikely to be
repeated this year, says Tom Bill

June 2017
Prices were flat in June for the second
consecutive month

FIGURE 1

Growth began to cool in summer 2014,
accelerated by a series of tax changes that
included two stamp duty increases in 18
months. The result was a -8.2% decline in
the number of £1 million-plus transactions in
prime central London in the year to April 2016
compared to the same period 12 months earlier.

Jul-16

Property prices in Victoria, Westminster and surrounding area
Average price, 12 months to August 2016

Reg

Indeed, as the current phase of regeneration
comes to a conclusion, the connectivity
and centrality of Victoria and the wider
Westminster area are becoming increasingly
recognised as drivers of demand for
residential property.

FIGURE 1

PRICES STAY FLAT IN PRIME
CENTRAL LONDON AS DEAL
VOLUMES RISE
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